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IMAGE READING DEVICE 

This application is a continuation of application Ser. 
No. 678,410 ?led Dec. 5, 1984, now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to an image reading 

device equipped with a linear sensor array. 
2. Description of the Prior Art 
Charge-coupled device (CCD) has been employed as 

a linear image sensor in the image reading device for use 
in a facsimile, a copier or the like. Such CCD image 
sensor is generally composed of a photoelectric con 
verting section for example with plural photodiodes for 
generating electric charges in response to incident light, 
a transfer section for accumulating said charges and 
transferring them to an output section, and an output 
section provided with a transistor for converting thus 
transferred charges into voltage signals. 
For reading a large original image with a high resolu 

tion power, there is required a CCD having a large 
number of cells and capable of high speed charge trans 
fer. Consequently the transfer section of CCD is often 
divided into two channels respectively corresponding 
to even and odd photodiodes. 
FIG. 1 shows such conventional linear image sensor 

comprising a photoelectric converting section PD hav 
ing plural photodiodes; a charge transfer section CCD 
A corresponding to odd photodiodes; a charge transfer 
section CCD B corresponding to even photodiodes; and 
an output section 0, wherein a continuous video signal 
V of a. scanning line is obtained by synthesizing signals 
transferred in two separate channels respectively 
through CCD A and CCD B into one channel in said 
output section 0. 
Such linear image sensor having two CCD channels 

can achieve an improved ef?ciency, since each cell C in 
the CCD channels can be doubled in size and the num 
ber of cells in each channel as well as the signal transfer 
rate in each channel can be halved in comparison with 
the case of transferring all the pixels through a single 
CCD channel. 
However, in the image reading device equipped with 

the CCD image sensor shown in FIG. 1, the signals 
generated by the odd photodiodes and those generated 
by the even photodiodes are transferred respectively in 
different channels CCD A and CCD B, so that there 
may result a difference between the levels of the video 
signal corresponding to the odd pixels and that corre 
sponding to the even pixels, due to a difference between 
the characteristics of said CCD channels. Such a differ 
ence in the levels of the video signals V results in a 
deterioration of the reproduced image. 
Also the image signal synthesized in the output sec 

tion 0 requires the use of circuit components, such as 
ampli?ers and A/D converters, of a large band width, 
and this fact inevitably raises the cost of the image read 
ing device and limits the image reading speed thereof. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In consideration of the foregoing, an object of the 
present invention is to provide an image reading device 
capable of high-speed image reading with a high resolu 
tion power. 
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2 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

an image reading device capable of forming a satisfac 
tory image signal of a high resolution power. 

Still another object of the present invention is to 
provide an image reading device capable of effectively 
correcting unevenness in the level of the image signal. 

Still another object of the present invention is to 
provide an image reading device adapted for use in a 
copier in which satisfactory image reproduction is de 
sired. According to the present invention, the foregoing 
objects are achieved by an image reading device in 
which an image sensor, comprising a linear sensor array 
and output means which outputs ?rst and second image 
data corresponding respectively to odd and even ele 
ments of the sensor, outputs data to ?rst and second 
processing means (e.g., means for correcting level dif 
ferences), after which the processed ?rst and second 
data are synthesized. 
The foregoing and still other objects of the present 

invention, and the advantages thereof, will become 
fully apparent from the following description. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic view of a linear image sensor in 
a conventional image reading device; 
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of an image reading 

device embodying the present invention; 
FIG. 3 is a schematic view of an embodiment of a 

linear image sensor of the image reading device of the 
present invention; 
FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing an embodiment of 

a correcting circuit of the present invention; and 
FIG. 5 is a timing chart showing various signals in the 

correcting circuit shown in FIG. 4. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

Now the present invention will be clari?ed in detail 
by embodiments thereof shown in the attached draw 
ings. 
FIG. 2 shows the structure of an image reading de 

vice of the present invention, which is applicable to a 
facsimile, copier, electronic ?le or the like. In FIG. 2, an 
original document to be read is placed, with the image 
bearing face thereof downwards, on an original sup 
porting glass 83, at the far left corner thereof when seen 
from the front side of the device, and is pressed against 
said glass by means of an original cover 84. The original 
is illuminated by a ?uorescent lamp 82, and there is 
provided an optical path for guiding the reflected light 
from the original to a linear image sensor 81 through 
mirrors 85, 87 and a lens 86, wherein said mirrors 87 and 
85 move with a speed ratio of 2:1. The above-described 
optical unit is displaced by a DC servo motor at a con 
stant speed from left to right to achieve subsidiary scan 
ning with a resolution power of 16 lines/ mm. The image 
reading device can read originals of sizes from A5 to 
A3, among which the sizes A5, B5 and A4 are placed in 
a longitudinally oblong position while the sizes B4 and 
A3 are placed in a laterally oblong position when seen 
from the front side. 
The main scanning width of the linear image sensor 

81 is 297 mm, corresponding to the longer side of A4 
size placed as explained before. In order to read said 
width with a resolution power of 16 pixels/mm, there 
are required at least 297>< l6=4752 bits in the linear 
image sensor 81. 
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FIG. 3 shows an embodiment of the linear image 
sensor of the present invention, comprising a photoelec~ 
tric converting section PD which is similar to that 
shown in FIG. 1 and composed of ca. 5,000 photodi 
odes; and CCD channels CCDl and CCD2 respectively 
corresponding to odd and even photodiodes and 
adapted for transferring accumulated charges to sepa 
rate output sections 01, 02, which convert thus trans 
ferred charges into voltage signals to generate video 
signals V1, V2 respectively. In the following explana 
tion, the CCD1 and 01 will be called a ?rst channel 
CH1, while the CCD2 and 02 will be called a second 
channel CH2. 

In this manner the output signals of the channels 
CCDl, CCD2 respectively corresponding to the odd 
and even photodiodes are separately supplied, without 
synthesizing, to two output sections 01, 02 and released 
therefrom. 
FIG. 4 shows an embodiment of a correcting circuit 

of the present invention, wherein a linear image sensor 
1 corresponding to that shown in FIG. 3 releases, in 
response to CCD driving clock signals (#1, ¢2 which 
are mutually 180° apart, video signals V1 and V2 re 
spectively corresponding to the odd and even photodi 
odes. Reset signals RSl and RS2 are respectively sup 
plied to the output sections 01, 02 of the linear image 
sensor 1 for resetting the channels CH1, CH2. Said reset 
signal RS1 or RS2 assumes the high level state during 
the low level state of the clock signal ¢1 or (b2 respec 
tively. There are also provided ampli?ers 2, 3 for re 
spectively amplifying the video signals V1, V2 released 
by the linear image sensor 1; condensers 4, 5 for AC 
connection for thus ampli?ed signals; and sample hold 
ers 6, 7 which respectively receive, as sampling signals, 
the reset signals RS2 and RS1 supplied to the output 
sections of the linear image sensor 1, since the effective 
output periods of the channels CH1 and CH2 respec 
tively coincide with the durations of the reset signals 
RS2 and RS1. Naturally said sampling signals may be 
generated separately from the reset signals. Further 
there are provided condensers 8, 9 for AC connection 
for the output signals of the sample holders 6, 7. 

Transistors 10, 11 are used for clamping the black 
level signals supplied from the channels CCDl and 
CCD2, and the clamp level can be set by a variable 
resistor 13 for black level setting and an operational 
ampli?er 12 functioning as a voltage follower. For ex 
ample a part of photodiodes PD, such as excessive ones 
not used in image reading in 5,000 photodiodes, is opti 
cally shielded and is used as a reference for black level 
signal, and the clamp signal CP is supplied to the bases 
of the transistors 10, 11 in synchronization with the 
output timing of the black level signal corresponding to 
said part thereby matching the black level of the chan 
nel CCD1 with that of the other channel CCD2. 
There are further shown video ampli?ers 18, 19 re 

spectively connected to condensers 8, 9; variable resis 
tors 14, 15_for regulating offset values of the video 
signals; and variable resistor 16, 17 for regulating gains 
of the video ampli?ers 18, 19, and the two channels can 
be balanced by appropriate setting of said variable resis 
tors. - 

The video signals S1, S2 released from the video 
ampli?ers 18, 19 are respectively supplied to A/D con 
verters 22, 23 for encoding into digital signals S1’, S2’ 
for example of 6 bits representing the density level of 
the image. The A/D converters 22, 23 respectively 
receive clock signals (1)1 and (b2 mutually different by 
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4 
180° in phase and release the signals S1’ and S2’ respec 
tively in synchronization with said clock signals qbl and 

A selector 24, in response for example to the clock 
signal (#2 as a selecting signal, alternately selects the 
signals S1’ and S2’ and synthesizes them into a video 
signal V0 of one channel. 
FIG. 5 is a timing chart showing the above-men 

tioned signals, wherein SH indicates the output signal of 
the sample holder 6, obtained by sample—holding of the 
output signal V1 of the channel CH1 in response to the 
reset signal RS2, and S and H respectively represent the 
sampling period and the holding period by the reset 
signal RS2. Also l-A, l-B, . . . and 2-A, 2-B, . . . respec 

tively indicate 8-bit digital signals S1’, S2’ released from 
the A/D converters 22, 23 in synchronization with the 
cycles of the clock signals (#1, (b2 mutually displaced by 
180° in phase. 
As shown in FIG. 5, the signals l-A, l-B, . . . and the 

signals 2-A, 2-B, . . . can be synthesized as l-A’, 2-A', 
l-B’, 2-B’, . . . constituting a continuous video signal V0 
of a line, since the selector 24 releases the signal S1’ or 
S2’ respectively when the clock signal ¢2 is at the low 
or high level state. 
The continuous video signal V0 of a line formed in 

this manner is then supplied to a succeeding processing 
circuit for printout on a printer, for storage in an elec 
tronic ?le or for transmission to a distant location 
through a transmission channel. 

In the foregoing embodiment the synthesis of video 
signals of two channels is conducted after the output 
signals of the linear image sensors are converted into 
6-bit digital signals, but it can also be conducted even 
later, for example after the 6-bit digital signals are con 
verted into binary image signals. In other words, the 
synthesis should be conducted after the unevenness is 
removed from the signals of two channels separately 
released from the linear image sensors. 
As explained in the foregoing, the synthesis of the 

image signals of two channels after respective correc 
tions provides a uniform image signal, thus providing an 
image reading device capable of avoiding deterioration 
in the reproduced image. Also the frequency of the 
signals bearing the image information prior to the signal 
synthesis is halved in comparison with conventional 
devices, so that the image reading device can be con 
structed inexpensively with circuit components such as 
video ampli?ers, A/D converters, etc. of a narrower 
band width. In addition the image reading speed, which 
has been limited by the frequency band width of such 
components, can now be increased. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An image reading device comprising: 
an image sensor comprising a linear array of plural 

photosensor elements and output means for sepa 
rately outputting ?rst and second image data re 
spectively corresponding to odd photosensor ele 
ments and to even photosensor elements of said 
image sensor; 

?rst and second amplifying means for amplifying 
respectively the ?rst and second image data sepa 
rately outputted from said output means; 

?rst and second converting means for converting the 
?rst and second image data ampli?ed by said ?rst 
and second amplifying means, respectively, into 
?rst and second digital image data; and 

means for alternately selecting ampli?ed, converted 
digital image data from said ?rst and second digital 
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image data, and for forming sequential digital 
image data corresponding to said array of plural 
photosensor elements. 

2. An image reading device according to claim 1, 
wherein said output means is adapted to output said ?rst 
and second image data at mutually different phases. 

3. An image reading device according to claim 1, 
further comprising ?rst and second processing means 
for processing said ?rst and second image data such that 
the respective black levels thereof coincide. 

4. An image reading device according to claim 1, 
wherein said image sensor comprises ?rst and second 
memory means for separately storing said ?rst and sec 
ond image data and said output means is adapted to 
output the ?rst and second image data respectively 
stored in said ?rst and second memory means. 

5. An image reading device according to claim 1, 
further comprising ?rst and second holding means for 
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6 
synchronously holding the respective ?rst and second 
image data selectively output from said output means. 

6. An image reading device according to claim 1, 
wherein said ?rst and second converting means perform 
the converting operation at a speed lower than the 
output speed of the image data of said sequential digital 
image data forming means. 

7. An image reading device according to claim 1, 
further comprising ?rst and second correcting means 
for correcting level differences between said ?rst and 
second image data. 

8. An image reading device according to claim 7, 
wherein said ?rst and second correcting means respec 
tively comprise ?rst and second level amplifying means 
for amplifying the ?rst and second image data with 
mutually different gains. 
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